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Pope Proposes ‘World Political
Authority’ with ‘Real Teeth’

AFP/Getty Images

In the present economic crisis,
world leaders are increasing the
call for a world government.
Pope Benedict XVI issued a new
“encyclical,” or official letter to the
world, calling for “reform of the
United Nations” so that it would
have “real teeth.”
It would be charged with disarmament, food security, protection
of the environment, and regulation
of migration. “For all this, there is
urgent need for a true world politiPope Benedict XVI with UN Secretary cal authority,” the pope states.*
More than one recent pope has
General Ban Ki-Moon during pope’s visit
pushed this idea, but today’s crises
to the UN in April, 2008.
has political leaders joining the call.
Over the last half century, the UN
See Internationalize Jerusalem
page 7

‘We Couldn’t Pass
Them Out Fast
Enough’
Here is a letter from a
Chick customer about her
experience at a previous
Halloween
outreach.
Share it with your church
to inspire them to use this
once-a-year witnessing opportunity.
I wanted to drop you a note and tell
you what a blessed opportunity Halloween
turned out to be. I had used your suggestions
to present the church board with the idea of
a church-sponsored outreach that night.
I gave each board member a Chick tract
wrapped in the picture of the kids you had
on your web site. They weren’t thrilled at
See Halloween page 2
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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Halloween...
From Page 1
the new idea but couldn’t deny the potential
and they approved the outreach. We
purchased 500 Chick tracts, Happy
Halloween, Somebody Goofed and
The Little Ghost. To make it easier
to hand out, we made Jesus Loves
You sandwich bags with pieces of
candy and the tracts.
We used the trick-or-tract
idea of hitting the streets
handing out the bags to
not only the children but
also the adults who were
at their houses handing out
candy.
We left 100 bags at the church for the
kids who showed up. The Lord blessed me
by providing a woman from another church
to go out with me. We were one team
and we also had another couple with 100
tract bags stationed at a local park which
provided alternative activities for the kids.
They were in charge of giving the kids
free horseback rides. As they dismounted
they were handed a tract bag, which they
gleefully received as they raced off.
My friend and I went to one and a
half neighborhoods which were shoulder
to shoulder with kids and adults on the
sidewalks. The cars were having to move
so slowly that we were able to pass the tract
bags out to them as well. I gotta tell you we
just barely kept up with the demand. We
couldn’t pass them out fast enough.
In two hours we passed out 300 tracts
and were able to witness to some. Over at
the park they passed out all 100 tract bags.
When I finally had time to breath I looked
around and realized that all those tracts
would end up in the house with Mom and
Dad as they checked the candy their kids
had gotten.
We were so well received on the streets.
No rejections, none. It was incredible for
our first time doing the Halloween outreach.
We had run out of tracts and there was still
such a potential for handing out more.
There was also a huge opportunity to
minister to people on the streets after dark.
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People that night are so open to being
approached and talked to by a stranger.
It is an unbelievable chance to take the
gospel out of the four walls of the church
building and be His arms reaching out,
His feet moving in and amongst a
dark and dying world.
The people at the church
who are normally the “hide out
on Halloween” types are now
excited about next year’s
possibilities. With four
teams of two adults each
we could easily give the
gospel message to 1000’s
in just hours and I’m in a
small town in Kentucky!
God’s word does not go
out and return void. We prayed over the
tracts that each one would be read. We
prayed for the kids and adults, whose eyes
are blinded, to see the truth. Truly it is an
incredible blessing and sad at the same
time. It’s hard to explain. Next year, God
willing, we’ll be out on the streets again.
Thanks for the tracts!
Glory be to our God and King!
Kim B

Gunslinger Tract
Perfect for Old
Town Ministry
Wayne Teuerle has found a unique way
to use the tract, Gunslinger. He lives in
Temecula, California, where the Old Town
portion has been restored to an authentic
frontier village.
Visitors arrive from many parts of the
world to savor the “wild west” atmosphere
and visit the museum and shops. Special
events are staged such as mock gun fights
and bank robberies, and quick-draw
contests along with western music and
stagecoach rides.
Teuerle’s heart for the lost led him to
found and manage a rescue mission in Long
Beach, California for 30 years. When he
retired to the Temecula area, he looked to
see what he could still do for the Kingdom.
See Gunslinger... page 8
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Who killed Jesus…

the Jews or the Romans?

NEW 
revised edition 
with illustrations 
by Jack Chick 

Did you know that the Sanhedrin broke 18 Jewish laws
during the illegal trial of Jesus? Attorney Earl Wingo
approaches the crucifixion like a trial lawyer, revealing
one after another the ways in which Jesus was illegally
tried. This book will add fascinating detail to your study of
the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. It will provide you with
intriguing facts you can share with others.
#1264 paperback, $10.00

You will learn:
• Who the Jewish leaders were,
and why they knew exactly
what they were doing.

• Why the charge of blasphemy

• How Jesus was arrested
without being charged.

• How the charges against
Jesus were changed to get
the Romans to kill Him.

• Jewish law forbade nighttime
trials, and one-day trials.

wasn’t enough to put Jesus to
death.

4
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Soul Winners: Double Your Fun This
Halloween
Halloween is a fun time for the
youngsters, but you can double the
fun by using it to saturate your
neighborhood with the gospel, right
from your front door.
Once each year, little costumed
beggars show up demanding a treat
and promising mischief if they don’t
get it. And what better treat can you
give than the message of eternal life.
Many methods have been devised by
creative soul winners. One family sets
out a table with an assortment of tracts so
the trick-or-treaters can choose a title that
catches their interest.
Current tracts available for such an
assortment includes titles for different
ages: Best Friend, Little Ghost, and Little
Princess for the younger ones; and Happy
Halloween, Boo, Some Like It Hot and
Bewitched for the teens. Children are told
they may have two apiece.
While they are pondering their choices,
the soul winner explains the difference
in the tracts and suggests that the parents
review them when they get home. When
there are several kids from one family, they
suggest that each take a different title and
trade them.
One family went beyond
and dressed as angels around
a judgment seat with a judge.
Children who came for treats
were asked their name and an
angel looked to see if it was
written in the book of life.
When it was not found, a tract
was given with a warning to
read it carefully to see how to get
their name listed.
If your church has a special event
on Halloween, you can still reach your
neighborhood. Prepare sandwich bags
of candy with a tract and leave them in a
basket by the front door with a “free, take
one” sign. One family put a subtitle on the
sign: “If you take more than one, the devil
will get you!”

Not content to just hand out candy and
tracts at the door, one family went out
into the street yelling to the crowds of
kids: “Free comics! Free comics!” Several
dozen tracts were taken in just a few
minutes. Some families have reversed the
process and go door-to-door saying, “trick
or tract” and then give the tract to the
homeowner.
The whole season of Halloween can
be used to get the gospel out, not just on
Halloween night. For weeks, stores are
full of ghostly stuff. It is easy to slip one
of the Halloween tracts into plastic jack-olanterns, costume pockets, face masks and
candy boxes. Schools make a big deal of
the season, so children can pass tracts to
their classmates in the halls and at recess
and lunch time.
If church members have businesses in
town, they can get a small, plastic,
display with a “FREE, TAKE ONE”
sign on it to place on a counter in
their stores.
The display rack is available
from Chick Publications. People
are especially ready to receive
the gospel because the season
already has a
spiritual overtone.
Hand out tracts to
everyone coming out
of a haunted house or
pumpkin lot and put
them under the wiper
blades of the cars in
See Double Fun... page 7
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Before you can give Jehovah’s 
Witnesses the gospel, you must… 

DESTROY their faith in 
the Watchtower 
This book does that… masterfully
The Watchtower controls its members
by convincing them that messages
from Jehovah can only come through
the “anointed” 144,000. But since
entry into this group ended in 1935,
all these teachers are now very old.
With the imminent loss of all their
teachers, the religion is facing a crisis
that could mean its very extinction.
As you read how the Watchtower
is rewriting both history and her
doctrines… and is shamelessly
juggling numbers to avert this
crisis, you will be able to destroy JWs
confidence in the Watchtower, and
share Christ with them.

#1273 62 pages

paperback $5.95

Also by Daniel Rodriguez
As an associate pastor, Daniel Rodriguez helped target his
city’s large Jehovah’s Witness population. Construction of
a Kingdom Hall was stopped because so many Witnesses
were won to Christ or had their faith in the Watchtower
destroyed. These same strategies will help you to reach
Jehovah’s Witnesses. #1267 • 112 pages, paperback $6.95
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Market Manager Supplies Both
Kinds of Food
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Jose Vizinho stands
in front of one of the deli
counters of European
Meats in Toronto, Canada.
He is manager of the deli
and uses it as a backdrop
for his “Love Revolution
Ministries.”
Notice the Chick tract
display on top of the meat
case. He has distributed
over 10,000 tracts to his
customers.
His ministry includes
outreach to the poor and
homeless.
Three times a week he visits them on the streets handing out free bags of deli
sandwiches with a gospel tract. On each bag is a sticker: “MAN SHALL NOT LIVE
BY BREAD ALONE, BUT
BY EVERY WORD THAT
PROCEEDETH FROM THE
MOUTH OF GOD.”
As seen in the second
photo, he holds free barbecues
in a local park where the
homeless, prostitutes and
poor can also get a hamburger
and drink plus a Chick tract.
Parked at the base of this
tree is the box of Chick tracts
in over 60 languages so he
will not miss getting the gospel to anyone because of a language barrier.
In his spare time, he and his wife will visit some of the local hiking trails and
leave tracts conveniently
positioned in the nearby
bushes to be easily noticed
by passing hikers.
Or they will slip tracts
through a rubber band
and hang them on the
door knobs of houses or
apartments.
Just one man with a
heart for God, doing his
bit to meet his neighbor’s
need for food for both soul
and body.
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I just wanted to share a praise report
with you. I took some of the
ideas you had in your Halloween
pamphlet about tract passing tips.
Since we were having a fall
carnival at our church and I
wouldn’t be home to pass out
candy and tracts I decided to
take some of the ideas from the
pamphlet.

Internationalize
Jerusalem...
From page 1
has been given increasing authority with
peace-keeping duties and monitoring of
nuclear programs.
World leaders are requesting that the
World Trade Organization (WTO) be given
new authority to regulate global financial
institutions.
For Bible believers, these are just
additional marks on the face of the clock
of biblical prophecy. Jesus told us that after
a period of prosperity, sin would increase
and create chaos and fear in the beginning
of the last days.
Another of the pope’s ideas is beginning
to get some traction: that Jerusalem must
be “internationalized.” A possible step
toward that has been suggested by one of
President Obama’s most influencial think
tanks, The Center for American Progress.
In a recent panel discussion on the
problem of Jerusalem, the suggestion was
made that both Israel and the Palestinians
appoint an acceptable third party to
administrate the city.
Obviously, such a “third party” would
have to be acceptable not only to Israel
and Islam, but also to the rest of the world.
That rules out about everyone but the UN
or possibly the pope.

I made a banner that said TAKE ONE
and then I had three different brown
paper bags labeled “boys” with Charlie’s
Ants in it, “girls” with Best Friend in it
and “older kids and teens” with Happy
Halloween in it.
I put a tract and a flat piece of
candy in an envelope in the
bags and put them outside
the door. When we
returned home late that
night, I had found that
all but four had been
taken out of the almost
100 that I had put out!
It was so easy!
A.M., Honolulu, HI
The crises that are developing in the
world fit neatly into the prophetic scenario
laid out in the Bible: First, a time of
prosperity, increase in knowledge and the
gospel preached to all nations. At that
point, the beginning of sorrows, chaos,
fear, and world leaders scrambling to fix
the problems.
Troubles increase until a world leader
arises promising peace and harmony.
But his brand of harmony requires that
Christians and Jews be eliminated. The
Chick tract, The Beast, and Crusader
Comic the Four Horsemen, describe in
detail the end-time events that we are
facing. The primary message for soul
winners is that the time is short and we
need to redouble our efforts to reach the
lost. *See Caritas in Veritate, section 67.

Double Fun...
From page 4
parking lots. Try to get other Christians
involved by giving them a stack of tracts
and challenge them to pass them out. Some
churches even buy a quantity of tracts and
supply them free to church members.
Most people are caught up in making
light of the devil and his crew but the
tracts can remind them the devil is real and
God is serious about their spiritual destiny.
Stock up early with enough tracts to take
full advantage of the season.

8
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Is ‘Hell’ Missing from Your Bible?
By David W. Daniels
Hell is a real place. Millions of unsaved
people are pouring into it. And yet fewer
and fewer people believe it exists. And far
fewer pastors are willing even to preach on
it. Why? Maybe because their Bibles are
slowly taking away the word!
In my new book, Look What’s Missing,
we find a startling truth: so-called “scholars” and Bible translators in numerous
verses removed the easy-to-understand
word “hell” and instead left the untranslated Greek (Hades or Sheol) or Hebrew
(Gehenna) word. Who knows what that
means? Most people don’t speak Greek or
Hebrew. Have you ever heard anyone swear
at someone and say: “Go to Gehenna!”
Hell appears 54 times in the King James
Version. But it only shows up 17 times
(or less) in the following versions: NIV,
ASV, CSB, Darby, ESV, ISV, NAS, NAU,

NET, NJB, NLT, NRS, RSV, TNIV. (The
Contemporary Jewish Bible and Catholic
New American Bible have eliminated the
word “hell” altogether.)
Not only that, but modern versions
removed crucial words and verses about
hell. Get out a modern, Alexandrian Bible
and compare Mark 9:44-46 to a King
James Bible. See what’s missing?
But not every occurrence of a word
is removed. As it says in Look What’s
Missing: “…Satan is very subtle: he will
never take out every word on a topic
—only enough to confuse you concerning important doctrines, and to make you
doubt what God said.”
Doubt is the Devil’s goal. Who would
buy a Bible if every verse on the deity
of Christ, the Godhood, faith, salvation,
See Bible... page 12

Gunslinger...
From Page 2
The crowds of visitors in the Old Town
caught his attention. He decided to dress
to fit the theme and stroll through the
crowds welcoming people with a smile,
making small talk for a moment and then
passing them a copy of Gunslinger.
“Even if they are in a hurry, they will
take the tract. But if they will take the
time, the tract gives me the opening
to share the gospel, one-on-one,” says
Teuerle. “I have never found one on the
ground and only one person has ever
refused to take it.” His western dress does not include the pistol. “If they ask, ‘Where’s
your gun?’ I just tell them I’m the preacher,” he says. In chatting with the visitors, he
has found that many are Christians and he suggests they take the tract and pass it on to
someone in their family as a souvenir. This is just one of the hundreds of creative ways
that soul winners have used to deliver the gospel with Chick tracts.
Like Teuerle, many are watching their community event calendars where there is a
large gathering of people. Such events provide the opportunity to reach many at once.
Specialized tracts such as Gunslinger, The Slugger for sports events, The Wall for car
shows and races, Bad Bob for biker events, Party Girl for concerts, are just some of the
tracts designed to reach people who attend a particular event.
Take a closer look at your community and see how you, too, can be creative in
sharing the gospel.
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20 popular Bibles leave
out ONE WORD, and make
Jesus into a liar.
Does yours? Check it out!

That’s not all that’s

missing!

#1271 254 pages,
paperback, $12.95
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Chick Tracts in Foreign Languages
Very Popular with Missionaries
Chick tracts and videos continue to do their job in remote corners of the world.
Below are pictures sent by Lucas House on a short term missions trip to Africa.
He took 1000 copies of This Was Your Life in the Chichewa language. “I gave all
1000 away to the kids and adults and everyone went nuts to get them,” he reports.
Next time he plans to take
more tracts.
Missionary Mike Greene
reports that he has completed
translation of three more Chick
tracts into Lingala, a language
spoken in the Congo. Over
70,000 tracts in that language
will arrive later this year in that
country.
Mike says “The tract, Tiny
Shoes has been the most popular tract we’ve translated.
Villagers proudly display Chichewa This Was Recently I gave one to a man
Your Life handed out by Lucas House on a who works at one of the groshort term missions trip to Africa.
cery stores in town. The next
time I saw him, he approached me, and with watery eyes told me the impact it had on
him. He wanted to know ‘how I knew’ he had a drinking problem. I told him that I
didn’t, but that God did, and wanted to deliver him from it. I told him how I was saved
and delivered from alcohol 23 years ago
and that I haven’t had a drink since.” The
tract opened up a witnessing opportunity.
Another missionary working in Nigeria and Ghana is showing the Light of
the World video in the public schools, a
university, and prisons. “Almost 12,000
people viewed the DVD, and as a result
of that, we had 7100 professions of faith,”
he writes.
Couriers for Christ continue to translate
new Chick tracts and include them in
container shipments to Lithuania and the
Czech Republic. Over 100,000 tracts have
Two boys that received Chichewa
been used in establishing new churches in
This Was Your Life from Lucas House
these countries.
during mission trip to Africa
Missionaries all over the world know
the value of seeding their fields with good gospel literature. If the missionaries supported by your church are not using Chick tracts, invite them to visit the www.chick.
com web site and see if we have tracts in their language. Chick Publications has over
1,000 foreign language titles in over 100 languages. Chances are very good that they
will find tracts in the language they need. Tracts can be purchased and drop-shipped
directly to the missionary.
See Chick Tracts... page 12
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Muslim Radicals Recruiting Terrorists
in U.S. Prisons
Breakup of a terrorist cell in New York
recently prompted new concern about
Muslim influence on American prisoners.
A background check on the terrorists
disclosed conversion by two of them to
radical Islam while in prison.
Undercover FBI agents sold them fake
explosives and a missile to shoot down
military aircraft. They were arrested when
they placed the explosives at a New York
synagogue.
For several years, Muslim chaplains
have been welcomed into U.S. prisons.
However, they deny any attempt to
radicalize prisoners and discount significant
success at converting them to Islam.
But a recent inventory of a number

of prisons found significant amounts of
radical literature available to the inmates.
Another incident involved the shooting
of two soldiers outside a recruiting office
in Little Rock, Arkansas.
The shooter had converted to Islam
and changed his American name to one
including the word “Muhammad.” His
defense attorney claimed that he had been
“radicalized” while in a Yemeni prison.
When arrested, he had more weapons and
maps of other targets and stated that he
regretted that there were not more soldiers
in the Little Rock parking lot.
FBI officials admit that tight knit
See Terrorists... page 12

2 new

ebooks
available now
Read them on your:
• Kindle
• cell phone
• computer

ebook $8.99

...Order your Kindle or iPhone copy from:

amazon.com
...Get it for your computer, other PDAs or cell
phones from:

www.mobipocket.com
ebook $9.99
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Bible...

Terrorists...

From page 8

From page 11

heaven and hell were removed? It would
obviously be a fake. But many of them
are removed. And the more these words
are removed, the more people doubt even
basic doctrines.
How many well-known preachers have
copied Billy Graham* and also disbelieve
in a literal hell? Almost all my college and
seminary professors disbelieved. And I’m
sure you know of more examples.
But English Chick tracts use only the
King James Bible. All the verses about
hell are in plain sight. Our new tract, Some
Like It Hot, deals with a literal hell. Why?
Because we don’t want to be guilty before
God, for failing to warn people about hell.
A pastor friend switched back to the
KJV, saying, “I want a lot of hell in my
Bible.” I agree. We pray you will agree,
too. The tract, Some Like It Hot and
the book, Look What’s Missing, are both
available now from Chick Publications.
*See Billy Graham and His Friends,
pages 377-378, available from Chick
Publications.

groups of Muslim inmates are “ripe for
radicalization and could easily become
terrorist cells.” Estimates run as high as
40,000 inmates a year converting to Islam.
Only a few become terrorists, but
one expert claims that as many as 2,000
inmates have later shown up in the ranks
of al-Qaida in the last ten years. Several
of the 9/11 terrorists had spent time in
American prisons.
But the same tolerance that allows
Muslim chaplains in the prisons, is an open
door to Bible believers.
Unfortunately, some institutions have
banned Chick tracts, but churches and
soul winners who live near prisons have
a major mission field next door. Many
inmates are at a point in their lives where
they are ready for a new direction.
Satan has plenty of bad options for
them, but we need to be sure they are told
that following Jesus is the only good way.
Each prison system or local jail has
different policies on gospel literature and
witnessing to inmates.
Find out what those policies are so you
will better know how to reach this fertile
mission field.
Many prisons will not allow packages
from individuals but some customers
of Chick Publications have found that
they can order tracts shipped directly to
inmates from the publisher and they will
get through. Check your local prison for
their policy.
For many years, Chaplain Alan Woody
of Mission Possible in Florida has
succeeded in finding ways to get the
gospel to inmates. He is very willing to
share his expertise with anyone who has a
burden for this mission field.
Chaplain Alan can be reached by writing
to PO Box 836, Inverness, FL, 34451.
His phone number is (352) 344-4449 and
email, chaplainalan@hotmail.com.
If you are not able to develop a prison
ministry in your local area, donations to
Mission Possible are tax deductable.

Chick Tracts...
From page 10
If you do not know of a missionary who
could use the tracts, Chick Publications
maintains a Missions Fund that makes
tracts available for missionaries. 100 percent of the money contributed to the
Missions Fund goes to the purchase and
shipping of tracts to missionaries. Chick
Publications cannot issue a tax-deductable
receipt, but if the money is put through
your local church, they often can issue a
receipt for the donation.
NOTE: In the last BATTLE CRY, we
said that 240,000 tracts were on their way
to Zambia. Instead, they were destined for
Zimbabwe. We just heard that they arrived
safely and are in storage waiting for a
mass distribution in the next few weeks.
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5 LIES SATAN TELLS TEENS
• Immoral sex won’t hurt you
• Suicide will end your problems
• Drugs are a great escape from reality
• No one should have authority over you
• Satanism is a fun way to get power
In this eye-opening book, Satan’s
deadliest lies are exposed. Presented
in a way they can’t resist, teens learn
how Satan is using deceptive tools
to bring about their destruction.
If you have been unable to get
through to a young person who is
deceived by the enemy, this hardhitting book just might help.
A powerful soul winner.
#204 206 pages
paperback, $10.95

ALSO IN SPANISH

ALSO BY RICK JONES
This easy-reading book shows teens
18 Biblically-based secrets that will
help them overcome real-life problems
they face every day. Through dramatic
testimonies and Scriptures, it shows
that: Abortion is really murder • “Safe
sex” is a myth • Nobody gets away
with sin • plus much more!
#165 • 256 pages, paperback $12.95

ALSO IN SPANISH
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‘I Got Saved that Day!’
Many Bible believers find their because it really encouraged me to keep
witnessing more exciting because of Chick passing out your tracts.
Not only was I encouraged, but I
tracts. Here are some of the adventure
believe God gave me the chance to be
stories sent to Chick Publications.
encouraging to him before he flew back
Someone just left it lying on the ground. down to Afghanistan. The Lord is good to
all of us.
Brian P.
I am currently serving in the Air Force
over in Germany. I work at the military
Ok! You asked for it, guys!
airport here, where I see lots of soldiers
The incident I will never forget is this:
going to and from the war in the Middle
East. I’ve been here for 2 years, leaving There were about 6 or 7 teenage boys
sitting outside a store on some carts. I
Chick Tracts here and there.
About a week ago, a soldier was check- walked passed them and one of the boys
whistled at me.
ing in for his flight.
I looked up and
He started talking
the first boy
about his experisaid, “I didn’t
ences with going
do it, he did
to
Afghanistan,
it.” The next
and how rough it is
boy said the
dealing with some
same. Each boy
of the other soldiers
pointed to the
because of the foul
boy beside him
language.
As we were talking, he mentioned and blamed the other. When it came to
something about church, and I asked him the last boy he said, “I can’t help it, I’m a
growing boy.”
if he was a Christian.
I am thinking to myself: OK! YOU
He responded, “Yes!” I said, “That’s
great! I am a Christian too. Have you ASKED FOR IT, GUYS. That was a
ever read a Chick tract before?” As I was CLEAR opening from the Lord to give
speaking, I pulled out my last This Was them all Chick tracts. I turned around,
Your Life tract out of my pocket and already had my hand in my purse and was
getting out the tracts.
showed it to him.
Apparently, they got scared not knowing
He excitedly exclaimed, “Oh yeah I’ve
read all of those things! I got saved from what I was doing. With all their eyes upon
me, I pulled out the tracts and said, “Here, I
that very same tract a few years ago!”
I asked him where he found it and will give you guys something to read from
he said, “I found it inside a gas station. the Bible.”
The one boy put his hand on his heart
Someone just left it lying around on the
ground, so I picked it up and read it. I got and said, “Man, you scared me. I thought
you were pulling out a gun.”
saved that day!”
Now, it was my turn to get scared. They
I told him he
could keep the tract. all jumped up, came right at me and said,
We said a few “I want one, give me one.”
They all took a Chick Tract and sat
more encouraging
words to each other, down. I actually got to witness to them for
and then he went on about 10 or 15 min. What a blessing that
his way. I’ll never was. That’s what they got for whistling.
Rosemary F.
forget that person,
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J ACK C HICK ...

Dear Ones in Christ,
Some people drive through a neighborhood looking at flowers,
trees and houses, but I don’t. I’m wondering if anyone has reached that
neighborhood for the Lord.
How many are saved? And how many nice people, with their nice
cars, are going to die in their sins and be horrified to wake up in hell when
that last beat stops in their chest?
I wanted to run a test with five different tracts to be delivered on
five consecutive nights in a neighborhood. My pastor let me make a
presentation and I got some volunteers to join me. We worked out maps
and discussed different ways to invite the people to our church. We
stamped the back of the tracts with the address and we prayed.
Well, it was sort of scary. At one house I heard this loud barking at
the door, expecting to see the hound of the Baskerville glaring at me. The
door opened and it was a cute little mutt wagging its tail. We told the
folks that this was a little present and that we would see them again later.
The second night was like the first and there were smiles. The third
night, kids were waiting to grab the tracts. The fourth and fifth nights,
some of us were asked to come in and pray for them.
We inserted a little survey card in the last tract, self addressed to the
church to see if they knew the Lord. We got a better response than we
expected. Each night the volunteers told of their experiences.
One couple was so fired up that they told us that they wanted to go
to the mission field. They joined the Wycliffe Bible Translators, which
upset our good pastor —they were big contributors and he missed them
when they left.
Even though the pastor closed down our little test, we exposed a lot
of people to the gospel, saved or not. We did what the Lord wanted us
to do. It was fun and exciting and it really pulled people together in the
fellowship.
Anyway, I thought you might like to hear of some of my wild ideas.
The souls are out there, unreached, lost in their television sets and video
games.
Can we make a difference? You bet!
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